
DQ          Term   Summer 1  Topic Question  Is there anybody out there? (Space )  Year 2020/21    Date April 2022 

EYFS Development Matters  

Understanding the World 

EAD  Safely use and explore a variety of materials, tools and techniques, 

experimenting with colour, design, texture, form and function. 

Share their creations, explaining the process they have used.  

PSED  

Give focused attention to what the teacher says, responding appropriately 

even when engaged in activity, and show an ability to follow instructions 

involving several ideas or actions. 

Work and play cooperatively and take turns with others. 

 

Skills Focus  

Geography B1 

Art B1 E1 F1 

Science A1 B1 

Links to previous knowledge  

All About Me (Aut 1) Earth where we live.  

Literacy Links  

Whatever Next! 

Space (non-fiction)  

Man on the Moon  

First Hand Experiences  

- Space experience day  

           What will the children learn? What will they do? New   

Vocabulary  

1.Light and Dark  

Earth is lit with the light of the sun. 

Why does it become dark? What happens to the sun?   

What are shadows? 

Experiment creating light and dark pictures using IWB/purple mash paint. 

Create glow in the dark paintings 

Shadow matching pictures/ find shadows on the playground. 

Art F1—I can make marks on screen, change the pen colour & rub out to 

light/lit 

dark 

shadows 

 

2.Rockets taking off  

How do they fly?  

What’s a force? 

Watch video clip of rocket launch           Rocket science experiment  

The cardboard box challenge—children to work in teams to create a 

rocket  Science  A1 and B1  Ask simple questions and recognise that they 

can be answered in different ways. 

Observe closely and use simple equipment. 

Art E1 -I have used rigid materials i.e. cardboard boxes tubes.  

force 

3.Astronauts  

-space suits  - first astronauts on the moon 

-training  

-what it’s like in space  

Children to work with a partner to make   their own space suits using foil 

and    newspaper ready for our first journey   to the moon!  

Astronauts for kids video  

Watch first landing on the moon clip 

Geography B1 I can make observations about places                                                       

and people.  

astronauts  

gravity  

4.Planets  

How many planets there are 

Naming the planets  

Learning facts about the planets  

Learn to sing a solar system song learning the names of the planets and 

facts about them.  

Labelling pictures of planets  

Paper mache balloons ready for class solar system  

Planets Mercury, 

Venus, Mars, Jupiter,     

Neptune,     Uranus, 

Saturn, Earth  

5.The solar system  

- where are the planets 

- how close are they to each other and to the sun 

 

Continue with solar system song.  

Children to create planet spiral showing  

the planets in relation to the sun.  

Paint paper mache and finish class solar    system 

solar system 

6. Fantastic finish Appraise pieces of art work  

How to create their own painting using music as a stimulus.  

Listen to Planets music by the composer Holst  

Create a piece of art by painting what they imagine after listening to the 

music  Art B1—I can respond to a piece of work  

 

appraise  

composer 

imagination  


